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à propos du spectacle
"mini@tures"
au FRENCH ART FESTIVAL
de Kuala Lumpur

Movements In Still Life
TEXT & PHOTOS : BRIAN YAP
At the height of the dot com craze, everyone was trying to make money off the Internet. Didier Mulleras,
however, wanted to make art. Disappointed by the lack of dance on the Web, his dance company, Compagnie
Mulleras, decided to create a special show that would be viewed on the Internet for free. Not a recording of a live
performance, but a show that was tailored especially for the Web. This was during the days of 28.8kbps, so in order to
make it work, Compagnie Mulleras’ first clip consisted of slow movements at seven frames per second.
That was the birth of Mini@tures in 1998. Six years and 86,000 Web viewers later, the company made its
debut Malaysian performance on 2 June at the Malaysian Tourism Centre, as part of the French Art Festival.
The show was a suite of 24 short extracts, a 45-minute journey into the world of shapes and movements,
sounds and colours, performed to a fullhouse audience. The precision of the dancers’ movements was
astounding as they interacted with the visuals used as a backdrop to create an alternate universe right on the
stage. “The spirit is graphic, poetic and playful,” Didier says. That same spirit was there in the beginning, and was
present at the KL performance. After all, Mini@tures has stayed the same since it first entered its live-performance
phase four years ago. The same people are behind it as well: Didier, his wife Magali, dancers Severine Prunera and
Elisabeth Martinez-Nicol, and
finally, technical director Nicolas Grimal.
When Compagnie Mulleras initially started performing Mini@tures live, Didier was surprised at how the show
managed to entertain both young and old. At their show here, they did the same, giving a memorable performance to
an audience that was made up of different age groups and both dance fans and non-fans alike.
Despite the popularity of Mini@tures, however, Didier says the company has no plans to train other
companies to perform the show, thereby allowing the show to be performed all over the world concurrently. “I consider
the show as art,” he says. “And not a way to promote myself or the company.”
During their trip here, the company also managed to meet with members of RiverGrass Dance Theatre for a
workshop. After Malaysia is an Asian tour, which will see the company performing Mini@tures in Bangkok, Jakarta and
major cities in India. Didier says he plans to film and record sounds from the streets of these cities to be used in future
productions.
Another focus of Compagnie Mulleras is Invisible, which the company recently completed. It will incorporated
the same process and tools as Mini@tures, such as the Web and live performance phases, but with a lot more
complexity. “If Mini@tures is like Disney and Spielberg,” he says, “Then Invisible is David Lynch.”
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Virtual and real
On stage were four dancers and behind them was a giant
screen. They were engrossed in reinventing, redefining and
connecting with abstract images behind them in a myriad twilight
zone. A pluralistic concept in choreography was presented by
Compagnie Mulleras at the Rabindra Sadan.
Magali and Didier Mulleras, the star performers, took the
audience on a voyage from the virtual to the real. It was as though
everyone present was under some kind of spell while witnessing
interactions between virtual and real, audio and visual, temporal and
spatial and passive and interactive. Those who followed the concept
couldn’t have asked for more, and the rest who did not follow
appeared hypnotized by the strong visual impact.
Founded in 1988, Compagnie Mulleras is one of the leading troupes in
Europe, engaged in endless experiments with web design, electronic
music and new dance techniques.
Their creation, Mini@tures, originally had about 100 short
film clippings developed for the web but later a stage adaptation done,
won rave reviews from the art connoisseurs all over the world. Magali
and Didier had undergone vigorous training in music, dance as well as
theatre. Didier is an expert vocalist as well as a percussionist, who has
been composing original music for all the company’s stage works
since 1990.
There is always exuberance written all over in a Mulleras’
performance. The exercise between digital art in the background and
small fluid movements were executed to perfection. One could call it
an autonomous art, indescribably charming but performed by neither
man nor machine. The dance was sometimes strange, sometimes
funny and sometimes touching.
Kolkata discovered a fresh dimension in dance, which played
with images, movements, time and space — indeed a free concept for
free people.
DEBJANI CHATTOPADHYAY

Penang
MALAYSIA
04 june 2004
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Collage of song and dance from France
The ambience was French and the event, a French nomadic dance concert
held at the ADA Rangamandira recently. Backstage, the member band of
“Mini@tures” - Severine Prunera, Elizabeth Nicol, Magali and Didier
Mulleras had been practising for their performance since 6 am that morning,
with their stage director Nicolas Grimal.
At the start of the show excited whispers predicted that the performance
would be a fusion of traditional and contemporary french culture. Prior to the
event, the director of the Alliance Francais, Eric Rousseau said, “You may not
know the difference between reality and illusion, while watching this show.”
The hour-long performance was an interplay of psychedelic images, trance
music and mixed ballet dance steps. Messages in the form of french words
flashed on the screen in succession during the performance and Didiers (the
dance choreographer) explained its symantics, “Why is the world so crazy?
Why are we in so much of a hurry? Where is the new world headed? ”
He enthusiastically elucidated that ‘Mini@tures’ is “a choreographic concept
designed in the form of very short films...shorter than short, where movement
opens itself to new paths (internet & multimedia) to a real new dimension,
which experiments with time/space. A nomadic dance, in the conquest of
new territories to be claimed. A free concept for a free audience.”
This is the troupe’s 94th performance since it began its global tour in 2000. It
has already performed in Mumbai and Delhi. “The Indian audience has given
us a warm welcome and we are really happy to perform here,” Nicolas quips.
This show is popular, he says, because it is a combination of dance, music,
technology and the global theme of “Mini@tures,” which is appreciated by
one and all.While explaining french culture, he says that the main reason why
‘Mini@tures’ had to spread outside the french community is because there
are very few supporters for this art in France.
This performance at Bangalore was one of the best, Nicolas said in a tete' a'
tete' after the performance. The main aim of Mini@tures, he insisted, was to
“spread a message of peace across the world,” explaining their need to
unselfishly give something to the world through their performances.
PRIYA RAJENDRAN

Thursday, September 16, 2004

On stage
Alliance Française de Calcutta presents a dance and new technologies performance,
mini@tures y Compagnie Mulleras, at Rabindra Sadan, 7 pm. Passes available on firstcome-first-served basis.
"mini@tures" is a choreographic concept designed in the form of VERY short films ...
shorter than short, where movement opens itself to new paths (internet & multimedia) to
return punctually onto the stage, nourished by these new offerings. It is like a round trip from
the real to the virtual, from multimedia to the stage, where dance plays with new technologies.
It is a fusion of new dance, electronic music, video-art, and web-design.
"mini@tures" is sometimes strange, sometimes funny, sometimes tender... A new dimension
which plays with time and space. A nomadic dance, in the conquest of new territories to be
claimed. A free concept, for a free audience...
Born in 1988, the MULLERAS Dance Company gained in 2002 a national ranking in France
and since then receives financial help from the French Cultural Ministry. With a rich and
unanimous international media cover, more than 500 press references, the company has
toured worldwide, presenting shows and film works in USA, Mexico, U.K., Brazil, Portugal,
Belgium, Germany, Spain, Italy, France, Latvia, Korea, ... culminating in a total of 23
countries visited so far. The company is always working in tandem with the French cultural
representatives in the diplomatic network of each country concerned, more recently with
various Alliance Française all over the world. In 2004, The Compagnie Mulleras will come
four time in Asia, and will perform there in 5 countries (Malaysia, Thailand, India, Indonesia,
Viet Nam). This Asian Tour is officially sponsored by the City of Béziers (France) and AFAA
Paris.
Magali Viguier-Mulleras & Didier Mulleras, French choreographers, started out in 1986 in
Béziers (South France). They now work in their own studios, the CED center, where they
create and teach. They both have had a rich and pluralistic training in dance, music and
theater. Didier initially trained in piano, percussions and vocals, later he toured with various
bands playing Jazz and Brazilian music. Year 1990 onwards he began composing original
music for all the company's stage works, which turned out to be an eclectic melting-pot of
synthetic and acoustic sound. In 1998, owing to their stage director Nicolas Grimal, they
launched their website www.mulleras.com to create the “mini@tures” project, and recent
project “INVISIBLE”, always in free access on the Internet. At this day, more that 85.000
virtual spectators on line, coming from 75 countries, have discovered their video dance clips,
Magali and Didier Mulleras are part of the new generation of artists who do not wish to
remain subjugated to established styles as much in the presentation of movement as in the
places of representation. Their creative process using multimedia, notably internet, has been
highly appreciated. Their curious look at the world allows them to address their dance to the
technical progress made in this millennium, bringing forth a new dance in ever-changing
settings...
Some international venues of their past tours:Los Angeles USA, Brussels - Belgium, Rio de
Janeiro, Sao Paulo Brazil, Lisbon, Porto - Portugal, London UK, Bangkok Thailand,
Monaco Monte Carlo, Kuala Lumpur Malaysia, Berlin, Dresden Germany, Riga Latvia,
Utrecht The Netherlands, Paris France, Jakarta Indonesia, Ho Chi Minh City, Hanoï Viet
Nam, Florence Italy, Monterrey, Mexico City Mexico...
Web works and films, selected and presented at: Festival Dance on Camera - New York (USA)
, Monaco Dance Forum (Monte Carlo), Festival Senef - Seoul (Korea), Festival Emaf Osnabrueck (Germany), Festival MIC - Auckland (New Zealand).

Bangkok

Digital dance
Published on Jul 9, 2004
AVANT-GARDE FRENCH TROUPE MIXES
HI-TECH IMAGES, SOUND AND MOVEMENT
The memory of Japanese troupe Dumb Type’s phenomenal multimedia
performance at the Bangkok Playhouse last September hasn’t faded. Now,
another envelope-pushing multimedia dance company is set to make its
Bangkok debut.
Tonight, the Magali & Didier Mulleras Dance Company from France
presents “mini@tures”, which it describes as “a melting pot of new dance,
electronic music, Web design, video art [and] live performance displayed in
three phases”.
The 50-minute play synthesises dance, theatre, video arts and film clips. During
part of the show, computer-generated dancers are projected onto a screen and
mixed with abstract and natural images. Despite the assault on the senses, the
many transitions between different sights and sounds are seamless. The entire
show is marked with fluidity and wit.
The company’s founders, the husband-and-wife choreography team of Magali
Viguier-Mulleras and Didier Mulleras have a rich and diverse background in
dance, music and theatre.
Didier has training in piano, voice, percussion, and has played jazz and Brazilian
music with many touring bands. Since 1990, all the company’s works have
featured his compositions, which combine synthetic and acoustic sounds.
The Mulleras are part of a new generation of artists who don’t allow their
creativity to be limited by the boundaries of established styles. They have been
lauded for their matching of dance with multimedia technology, with their everchanging stage backgrounds.
In 1998 their stage director, Nicolas Grimal, helped them establish
www.mulleras.com to launch the multifaceted “mini@tures” project. In the first
phase, from 1998 to 2000, 70 short films were designed for the Web. The next
phase, in 2000, saw the development of stage performances. In 2001, another 30
short films were put online.
The project received the special Jury Prize at Festival Cynet 2000 in Dresden,
Germany. All phases of the “mini@tures” project were completed in 2002, when
the company began receiving financial support from the Cultural Ministry of
France.
While their website receives plenty of attention, their focus is now on the stage
performances, which opened in May to enthusiastic audiences in Utrecht, the
Netherlands, and went to Kuala Lumpur and Penang in Malaysia last month. In
September, their Asian tour continues to five Indian cities, as well as the Arts
Summit Festival in Jakarta.
Pawit Mahasarinand

JAKARTA - Indonesia / 24-09-2004

Title : Split image
source : The Jakarta Post Published on Sep 24, 2004
Description :
Dancers from Compagnie Mulleras of France perform
mini@tures in the Art Summit 2004 at the Jakarta
Playhouse in Central Jakarta. The two-day modern dance
performance, which combines dance and video, began on
Sept 23.
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mini@tures
by

Compagnie MULLERAS
July 9, 2004. 7 pm. - Thailand Cultural Centre, Small Hall
Magali and Didier Mulleras have created a series of small dance
performances mixing new dance, electronic music, visual art and video art,
pushing the boundaries between the virtual and the real that open dance to
unexpected spaces. Their creative process using multimedia, notably the
Internet, is today appreciated as a new path to be taken. Their curious look
at the world allows them to confront their dance to the technical advances
of this millennium, showing a new dance in ever-changing settings. In
November 2000, the company received the Prix Spécial du Jury at Festival
CYNET – Dresden Germany for the "mini@tures" project that will be
showed in Bangkok.
French choreographers Magali Viguier-Mulleras and Didier Mulleras
settled their dance company in Béziers in 1986. They both have had a rich
and pluralistic training (dance, music, theatre) close to choreographers
such as Vendetta Mathea (NY), Anna Mittelholzer (Graham Co), Darrel
Davis and Derek Williams. Didier had an early musical training (piano,
voice, percussions) and since 1990, he has composed the music for all the
company's stage works, in an eclectic melting-pot of synthetic and acoustic
sound. With a rich international media cover, the company is currently
touring worldwide, presenting shows and film works (Brazil, USA,
Portugal, Belgium, Germany, Spain, Italy, France, Latvia, Mexico,
Korea...).
[…] As performances unfold, the Mulleras Company explores a
new pattern of creation, but also attracts a new public that may not have
been alive to contemporary dance until then. Europe on Stage
[…] A must see, in order to be plunged into a new choreographic
language, and to witness unclassifiable creators … Arte
mini@tures: A pluralistic choreographic concept... A round trip from the
real to the virtual, from multimedia to the stage, where dance plays with
new technologies. A fusion of new dance, electronic music, video-art, and
web-design.
mini@tures is a choreographic concept designed in the form of VERY
short films ... shorter than short, where movement opens itself to new paths
(internet & multimedia) to return punctually onto the stage, nourished by
these new offerings.
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Mini@tures. Compagnie Mulleras.
Magali and Didier Mulleras have created a series of
small dance performances mixing new dance,
electronic music, visual art and video art, pushing
the boundaries between the virtual and the real that
open dance to unexpected spaces. Their creative
process using multimedia, notably the Internet, is
today appreciated as a new path to be taken. Their
curious look at the world allows them to confront
their dance to the technical advances of this
millennium, showing a new dance in ever-changing
settings. In November 2000, the company received
the Prix Spécial du Jury at Festival CYNET – Dresden
Germany for the "mini@tures" project that will be
showed in Bangkok.

French choreographers Magali Viguier-Mulleras and Didier Mulleras settled their dance
company in Béziers in 1986. They both have had a rich and pluralistic training (dance, music, theatre)
close to choreographers such as Vendetta Mathea (NY), Anna Mittelholzer (Graham Co), Darrel Davis
and Derek Williams.
Didier had an early musical training (piano, voice, percussions) and since 1990, he has composed the
music for all the company's stage works, in an eclectic melting-pot of synthetic and acoustic sound.
With a rich international media cover, the company is currently touring worldwide, presenting shows and
film works (Brazil, USA, Portugal, Belgium, Germany, Spain, Italy, France, Latvia, Mexico, Korea...).
[…] As performances unfold, the Mulleras Company explores a new pattern of creation, but also attracts
a new public that may not have been alive to contemporary dance until then. Europe on Stage
[…] A must see, in order to be plunged into a new choreographic language, and to witness unclassifiable
creators … Arte
mini@tures: A pluralistic choreographic concept... A round trip from the real to the virtual, from
multimedia to the stage, where dance plays with new technologies. A fusion of new dance, electronic
music, video-art, and web-design.
mini@tures is a choreographic concept designed in the form of VERY short films ... shorter than short,
where movement opens itself to new paths (internet & multimedia) to return punctually onto the stage,
nourished by these new offerings.
mini@tures is short. Always. Sometimes strange, sometimes funny, sometimes tender... A new
dimension which plays with time/space. A nomadic dance, in the conquest of new territories to be
claimed. A free concept, for a free audience...

July 9, 2004. 7 pm. - Thailand Cultural Centre, Small Hall
With the institutional support of

With the sponsoring of
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Film & Stage
Things French continue to clutter the stage as La Fete carries over into
its second month. A collaboration of Thai, French and Japanese troupes,
Eclipse (July 2-4, 11 at the Alliance Francaise) explores cosmology
through drama, puppetry, shadow play, masks and music. La Syncope du
7 (July 4, Nimibutr Stadium) mixes dance with circus, complete with
exhilarating tightrope and trapeze antics. Mini@tures (July 9, Thai
Cultural Center Small Hall) by Compagnie MULLERAS, combines
dance, electronic music, visual art and video art, pushing the
boundaries between notions of image and reality.

Art
Three months, five buildings and over twenty artists make Here + Now
the most ambitious art exhibit in Bangkok since May’s Identities Vs
Globalization. The show’s built around the problematic exchanges of
ideas in Thailand. Activities include a gallery walk-throughs, lectures,
displays and likae (traditional Thai opera) performances. The July 10
opening party is held at About Caf? and the 22 July Hotel, by the Wong
Wien 22 traffic circle. Contact About Art Related Activities (02-639
8056/7, www.yipintsoi.com/~aara ).
The second-ever Month of Photography held in Bangkok brings leading
thematic and monographic lenswork to 11 venues. Highlights of the twomonth event – the official opening is at Tadu Gallery on July 10 – include
Bounce, featuring six photographers at Bangkok University Art Gallery,
Pop Culture at Tadu Contemporary Art and an appearance at 100 Tonson
Gallery by Orlan, the French performance artist who’s made a canvass
out of her face through surgical re-enhancement. Contact Alliance
Francaise (02-670 4233) or check The French Embassy website
(www.france.or.th).
Aids awareness through aesthetics is the goal of ASEAN Art for Aids,
which brings together 10 Thai artists with 10 artists invited from the
region. Held in tandem with the 15th International AIDS Conference,
hosted by Bangkok this month, the project aims to create a more positive
image for Aids victims, open the door for people in the art community to
respond to the issue and raise funds for a ‘Positive Children’s Art Fund.’
At The Queen’s Gallery (101 Thanon Ratchadamnoen Klang, 02-281
5360) all month.
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Compagnie Mulleras
"mini@tures"
spectacle présenté dans le cadre du 4ème Festival Art Summit

les 23 et 24 septembre 2004 à 20h
Gedung Kesenian Jakarta
Jl. Gedung Kesenian No. 1, Jakarta 10710
réservation : GKJ, tél. (021) 380 82 83
De la danse à la connection internet

Magali et Didier Mulleras, chorégraphes français, ont créés depuis 1986,
date de fondation de leur compagnie à Béziers, une vingtaine de pièces
dont récemment « mini@tures » présentée cette année au festival Art
Summit IV. Depuis quelques années, ils collaborent avec Nicolas Grimal,
scénographe et réalisateur multimédia et entament un parcours créatif lié à
l’image et aux Nouvelles Technologies. Dès 1997, le site web
www.mulleras.com accueille leurs créations en ligne ce qui a permis à
près de 78 000 spectateurs connectés provenant de 70 pays de découvrir
mini@tures sur internet.
Au fil de leur création, la compagnie composée de quatre danseurs
(Magali et Didier Mulleras ainsi que Séverine Prunera et Elisabeth Nicol)
offrent une nouvelle danse, affranchie de ses repères habituels, tant au
niveau de l’écriture chorégraphique que de ses espaces de représentation.
Au delà de la multiplicité des cadres de lecture, de la fragmentation qu’ils
choisissent pour présenter leurs œuvres, leur démarche témoigne d’un
parti pris artistique et chorégraphique et d’un désir constant d’ouvrir la
danse à de nouveaux espaces et de nouveaux regards.
Mini@tures est un spectacle surprenant graphique et ludique où se mêle
vidéo et danse.
Cette interactivité entre images filmées et danse laisse admiratif tant les
prouesses technologiques et artistiques sont totalement maîtrisées. Les
corps des danseurs se fondent totalement dans l’image vidéo et le
multimédia. Ce spectacle très visuel, qui plaît aux grands et aux petits,
pose avec certaine force la question de la liberté. Que peut encore le corps
vivant du danseur face à la puissance de cet univers imagé qui, même s’il
est virtuel, n’en est pas moins capable de transformer le réel, de le
manipuler dans des scénographies parfois cruelles?
A travers ce spectacle, les chorégraphes Didier et Magali Mulleras nous
présentent un nouveau langage chorégraphique, plein d’humour et
troublant les repères visuels des spectateurs.
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SENEF on-line Festival
France, 1998-2001, On-going, Web
Interactive/Video/Stage work
Created by Didier Mulleras & Nicolas Grimal
Video & Multimedia: Nicolas Grimal
Dancers: Severine Prunera, Elizabeth Nicol,
Magali Viguier-Mulleras, Didier Mulleras
Music: Didier Mulleras
Lights, Stage Design: Nicolas Grimal
Based in Beziers, South France since 1986, Magali Viguier-Mulleras & Didier
Mulleras are part of the new generation of artists who do not wish to remain
subjugated to established styles, as much in the writing of movement as in the places
of representation. They actually work in their own studios, the CED center, where they
create and teach.
They both have had a rich and pluralistic training (dance, music, theater) . Since 1988,
they have presented 23 shows on stage, toured in France and Europe for various
festivals and venues. Didier had earlier a musical training (piano, voice, percussions),
then toured in various bands playing Jazz and Brazilian music. Since 1990, he
composes the original musics for all the company stage works, in an eclectic meltingpot of synthetic and acoustic sound. In 1998, they launched their website
www.mulleras.com, owing to their stage director Nicolas Grimal, to guest the
Mini@tures project, and their works about Dance & New Technologies.
More than 50,000 persons connected on their website, from 70 different countries,
have discovered the 100 short films created for Internet.

-SynopsisA round trip from the real to the virtual, from multimedia to the stage, where dance
plays with new technologies. A fusion of new dance, electronic music, video-art, and
web-design. "mini@tures" is a choreographic concept designed in the form of very
short films ... shorter than short, where movement opens itself to new paths (internet &
multimedia) to return punctually onto the stage, nourished by these new offerings. On
the net, CD-ROM, video, or on stage, "mini@tures" is short. Always. Sometimes
strange, sometimes funny, sometimes tender... A new dimension which plays with
time/space. A nomadic dance, in the conquest of new territories to be claimed. A free
concept for free audience!
-Festivals and Awards2000 Monaco Dance Forum
2000 Special Jury Prize at Festival CYNET in Dresden, (Germany) 2002 EMAF
(Germany) / Festival Cour des Capucins au Luxembourg (Belgium)
Festival da Fabrica Porto (Portugal), Festival Danza Estate Bergame (Italy)
Institut Francis de Kiev (Ukraina), Dance On Camera Sarasota Film Festival (USA)

